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There is an enduring tenderness in the love of a
mother to a son that transcends all other affections
of the heart. It Is neither to ha chilled by aelfflshness, nor daunted by danger nor weakened by
worthlc-ssness, nor stlrled by Ingratitude. She will
sacrifice every comfort to his convenience; she will
sunender e,·ery vleasure to his enjoyment; she will
glory In bis fame, and exult In bis prosl)erlcy;
and If adverslcy overtake him, be wlll ha dearer
to her by mtstortune; and tr dsgrace settles upan
bis name, she will still love and cherish h im ;
and If all the world beside cast him off, she
;v!JJ be all the world to him.

THE STUDENTS'
HANDBOOK
PUBLISHED ANNUALLY
BY THE
YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATION

OF

Clemson College
WHAT A COLLEGE STANDS FOR
To be at home in all lands and ages; to
count nature a fami!lar acquaintance and art
an intimate friend; to gain a standard of appreciation for the other man's work and a
criticism for your own; to carry the keys to the
world's library in your pocket and feel its resources behind you In what ever work you
undertake ; to make hosts of friends among
the young men of your own age who will be
leaders in all walks or life; to be able to
lose yourself in generous enthusiasm and co-operate with others to common ends; to learn
manners from students who are gentlemen and
form character under professors who are Christians-This Is the college offer for the best
four years of _your life.
By : William Dewitt Hyde
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Clemson College Calendal"-Session 1927-1928
1927
First Semester
Sept. 6-Freshmen arrive.
Cadet Officers,
Company Commanders and First Sergeants
report for duty.
Sept. 7-Work for Freshmen begins. Opening
of the 35th session.
Sept. 7-Entrance Examinations begin 10 A.M.
Sept. 8-Entrance Examinations close 6 :00 P.M.
Sept. 8-13-Freshman Week.
Sept. 12-Re-examinations and make up work
for old students begin at 8 :00 A. M.
Sept. 13-0ld students arrive.
Sept. 14-Work for old students begins.
Oct. 21-Stated meeting of Board of Trustees.
Nov. 12-First half of semester ends.
Nov. 24-Thanksgivlng Day-A holiday.
Dec. 23-Flrst day of Christmas holidays.
1928
Jan. 3-Students return from Christmas vacation by 11 :30 P. M.
Jan. 28-First semester ends.
Second Semester
Jan. 30-Second semester begins.
Mar. 16-Stated meeting of Board of Trustees.
Mar. 29-First half of second semester ends.
May 2-Stated meeting of Board of Visitors.
May 26-Examinations for Senior Class end.
June 2-Examinations end.
June 3-Commencement exercises begin. Baccalaureate sermon. Closing exercises Y.M.C.A.
June 4-Mllltary exercises. Address of Alumni Orator. Alumni meeting.
June
5-Commencement Day.
Graduating
Exercises .
.June 15-Stated meeti,ng of Board of Trustees.
July 13-Scholarship and entrance examinations at the county seats.
July 16-Last day for receiving scholarship
applications.
Note : The above schedule Is subject to change
by the President.
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Hand Book Staff-Gault, Editor
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If I wero a man-a young man-and knew what
I know today,
I'll do noble things and forget them straightway;
I'd weave my woes Into a rope and climb
Up to the helper's gateway,
And llfe should serve me, and time;
And I would sail out and out and find
'.l'he treasures that lie hid In the deep sea, Mind.
I would dream and think and act;
I would work and love and pray,
'TU each dream and vision rrew Into & fact,
It I were a man- a young man-and knew what
I know today,

If I were a man-a younz man-and knew what
I know today,
I'd ruard my passions as kings ruard treasures,
And keep t.hem high and clean.
For the will of a man W"lth his passions measures,
It 1s strong as they are keen.
I would think of each woman as some man's
mother,

I would think of oach man as my own brother,
And speed him along on bis way,
And the glory of Ufe 1n this .vonderful hour
Should 1111 me and thrill me with conscious l)OWer,
It I wore a man-a young man-and knew what
I know today.
QLO

FRIENDS

There never comes a lonely day.
But that we miss laughing ways,
Of those who used to walk wlU1 us,
Through all our happy yesterdays,
We seldom miss the earthly great-The famous men that life bas known :
But, as the years &o racing by,
We miss the friends we used to own.
If ·Ne strive to be fa.ithful and true,

To each of us wlll come an hour,
When the tree of life will burst Into flower,
And rain at our feet a dower
Of something richer than ever we knew.
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BOOKI
General
Today across our fathers' graves.
The astonished years reveal
The remnant o! that desperate host,
Which cleansed our East with steel.
Hall and Fare.vell; we greet you here,
With tears that none will scorn;
0 Keep.era o! the house o! old,
Or ever we were born.
One service more we dare to askPray for us, heroes, vray
That when fate lay on us our . task,
We do not shame the day.
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THE CODE OF A GOOD SPORT
Thou shalt nob qult.
2. Thou shalt not alibi.
3. Thou shalt not gloat over winning.
4. Thou shalt not be a rotten loser.
5. Thou shalt not take unfair advantage.
6. Thou shalt not ask odds thou art unwilling to glve.
r. Thou shalt always be ready to give thine
opponents the shade.
8. Thou shalt not underestimate an opponent, nor overestimate thyself.
9. Remember that the game Is the thing,
and that he who thinketh otherwise Is a mucker and no true sportsman.
10. Honor the game thou playest, for lie
wins even when he loses.
1.

"When the great scorer comes
To write against your name,
He writes not that you won or lost,
But how you pl ayed the game.
-Selected.
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The Y.M.C.A. has come to be the recognized
organization through which the religious impulse of students expresses itself. The value of
this work is recognized in all institutions of
learning.
It gives the young man an opportunity to develop his religious feelings. It has changed the
attitude of higher education towards religion
and the Christian life. It is a common gathering center for a II those who are interested in
religion. It Is a fine combination of social and
religious purposes. Too long social life has
been separated from religion. One problem er
the Y.M.C.A. is to show that these two can
worl, together.
ft presents a fine opportunity for the cooperntion of the various denominations represented In a large institution. It ls distinctly an
educational enterprise. The local pastors and
members of the Faculty ,ind invited speakers
make addresses on Sunday evening. During the
course of a year a student who attends these
meetings will gather not only for information,
but nlso for inspiration. All students are welcome at all times.
The Gospel Team is a representative ,1f this
organization, and ls strongly evangelistic in
its nature. It visits adjoining towns ,Uld conducts religious servlees. Young men seeking to
improve the religious life of other young men is
a fine idea, Such an idea becomes ver.v effective .
.Another characteristic of the Y.M.C.A. is Its
friendliness. At all times any student will find
some one in this organization who will be his
friend and will advise him in every respect.
E. W. SIKES, President.
Clemson College, S. C., June 29, 1926.
Ha vlng by the golden gift of God this glorious lot of living once for all, let us endeavor
to live nobly.-J. S. Blackie.
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CLEMSON METHODIST CHURCH

Clemson College, S. C.
"A Church of Friendly Folks"

George Heyward Hodges, Pastor; Professor
S. M. Martin, Sunday School Superintendent;
F. C. Anderson, Secretary.
Board of Stewards-S. M. Martin, Chairman ;
A. B. Bryan, Treasurer; R. J. Cheatham, Recording Steward; H. M. Stackhouse, D. W. Daniel, J. H. Mitchell, J. P. LaMaster, F. C. Anderson.
Board of Trustees-S. M. Martin, P. S. McCollum, I. L. Keller, W. W. Fitzpatrick, F. C.
Anderson.
Woman's Missionary Society- Mrs. J. P.
LaMaster, President.
Epworth League-Miss Julia Dickerson, District Secretary; Cadet W. F. Maner, President.
Every Methodist student Is Invited to make
this church his church whlle at Clemson. The
Church Is a rellgious home, a sanctuary for
worship, a school for religious Instruction, a
11ghtlng unit for the new world that ls bullding. And to this end we open wide our doors
and bid you all a hearty WELCOME.
The EPISCOPAL CHURCH at CLEMSON

Holy Trinity Church, Clemson, S. C., has plans
for a very attractive and useful Parish House.
It Is hoped at the writing of this article that
by the time the students return there will be a
considerable portion of the building completed.
So far there has been raised something like
nine thousand dollars out of the twenty-three
needed to complete the whole plan.
The Tiger Service League and the Choir offer
fields of ser,•lce for the students of the Church.
'l'he Service League rendered ftne service year
before last, and this coming year looks forward
to even better. All visitors are cordially welcomed. Members of other churches are always
welcome at Communion.
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FORT HILL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,

Clemson College, S. C.
Sydney J. L. Crouch, Pastor; R. N. Brackett, Clerk of Sessions; A. G. Shanldin, Treasurer.
Elders-R. N. Brackett, J. E. Pritchett, M. E.
Bradley, C. S. Doggett, P. B. Holtzendortt, Jr.
Deacons-S. W. Evans, D. H. Henry, J. H.
JlfcHugh, A. G. Shanklin, J. M. Johnson, J. T.
Fo:r, Jos. Hewer.
Sunday School-M. E. Bradley, Superintendent; B. B. Burley, Secretary and Treasurer.
Christian Endeavor Society-Cadet G. H.
Carroll, President; Cadet J. 111. Prim, Vice-President, Cadet A. J. Black, Secretary-Treasurer;,
Cadets G. H. McCutchen, A. W. Meetze, G. W.
Sackman, and P. S. Finn, Program Committee.
The Fort Hill Presbyterian Church seeks to
serve. Its door are open to the students of
Clemson College. It endeavors to take the
place or "the old home church" while you are
In Clemson.
Students are most cordially invited to the
Sunday School held each Sabbath morning at
IO :30. Classes are arranged by college years.
Morning worship Is held at 11 :30. Young
People's rµeetings are held weekly. Hitherto,
these meetings have been held on Sunday evenings. This year we expect to meet each Wednesday evening, using a more varied program.
Socials will be held periodically through the
year. This Is your church, and we are counting
on your cooperation. Help us to help you.
FOR BAPTIST STUDENTS

The Clemson College Baptist Church
Wade H. Bryant, pastor; G. H. Collings,
Clerk; J. C. Littlejohn, Treasurer; G. H. Aull,
F. H. Cllnkscales, S. B. Earle, J. C. Littlejohn,
S, R. Rhodes, and E. W. Sikes, Deacons.
Clemson had over 1100 students last year,
and of this number more than 400 were of
Baptist membership or preference. The coming

"'
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year Is one of great promise, and the church
members invite and urge every student to. unite
with them and share in the life and work of
the church.
Sunday School is held each Sunday at 10 :30
and classes in Bible Study and every-day Christian living, taught by members of the college
faculty, are provided for the students. Line
up the first Sunday with one of these classes
and attend throughout the year.
Morning church service is held at 11 :30.
Students serve as ushers, receive the offering,
and cooperate enthusiastically in other ways
in the church lif'e.
The Young People's Union meets each week,
and is made up of the community young people
and the college students. Training of great
value is received in the B.Y.P.U., and in
addition it furnishes one of the best opportunities for pleasant social lif'e and recreation.
To the classes of '28, '29, '30, and '31 the
Baptist Church gives a most cordial welcome.
Its doors are alwa ys open to you. May it be
to you a real church home during your four
years at Clemson, and may you find it "A lamp
unto your feet, and a light unto your path".

PLUCK
Did you tackle the trouble that came your way
~th a resolute heart a.nd cheerful,
Or hide your face from the light of day
\Vitll a craven soul and fearful?
Oh a trouhle's a ton, or a trouble's an ounce,
Or a trouble is just what you make it;
And it Isn't the fact that you're hurt that counts,
BuL only how did you take ltf
You are beaten to earth? Well, well, what's that?
Get up with a smiling face.
It's nothing against you to fall down flat,
But to lie there--that's the disgrace.
The harder you are thrown, the higher you bounce,
Be proud of your blackened eye;
It isn't the fact that you're licked that counts,
It's how did you fight, and why 1
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EVANS DRUG STORE
Pendleton, S. C.

Drugs, Medicine, Toilet Articles, Ice Cream,
Sodas, Tobacco and Cigars, Whitman's and Nunnally's Candles, Eastman Kodak, Waterman's
Fountain Pens, and Hyal's Family Medicines.

The Brunswick-Balke Callender Co.
Billiard & Bowling Equipment Co.
223 Ivy Street
ATLANTA
. .
::
GEORGIA

People

-of

Clemson
When in Greenville
Visit The

T oastee Shop
Could he with reason murmer at his ease,
Himself sole author of his own disgrace,
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PRAYER
G'od, 'though this Jl!e ls but a wraith,
Although we know not what we use,
Although we grope with lltUe faith,
Give me the heart to flght,-and lose.
Ever insurgent let mo be,
Make me mar,:, daring 1han devout;

From slc-ek contentment keep me free,
And fill me with a bouyant doubt.
Open my eyes to Tistons, girt

With beauty, and with wonder l!t,But let me always
the dirt,
And all that spawn and die in it.
Open my eyes to music; let
Me thrill with Spring'• first flutes and drums;
Rut. never let me dare forget
The bitter ballads of the slums,

•ee

From compromise and things halt-done,
Keep m~ with stern and stubborn vride;
And when at last, the fight Is won,
God, keep me still unsatisfied.
IN A FRIENDLY SORT 0' WAY

When a man ain't got a cent, and he's feeling
kind o' blue,
An' the clouds hang dark an' heavy, an' won't let
the sunshine through ;
It's a great thing, 0 my brethren, for a feller
just to Jay
His band upon your shoulder in a friendly sort
o' way.

It makes a man feel curious, it makes the tear•
drops start,
An' you sort o'feel a flutter in the region of
your heart.
You can look up and meet his eyes; you don 1 t
know what to say
When his hand is on your shoulder in a friendly
sort o· way.
Oh, the world's a curious comoound, with its
honey and its gall,
With its carrs and bitter crosses, but a good
world, after all.
An' ai good God must have made it-leastwaye
that is what I say
1hllen a hand 15 oti niy shoulder in a friendly
sort o' wa..v.-:-James \\1 hitcomb Riley.
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Willis & Spearman
Music House
Your Source For Musical
Merchandise

ORTHOPHONIC VICTROLAS
All Styles-Easy Terms

Sheet Music-Orchestrations
Latest Records

Welcome

Students

Willis & Spearman Music House
Anderson, S. 0.

FIRST SEMESTER SCHEDULE
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Church

Vespeh Servlce-6 :45 P.M. Bible Classes-8 :00 P.M.

SECONO SEMESTER SCHEDULE
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Thursday
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Sunday
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F l
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1

1 ........................ , ........ , ....... .
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1········1········1 School

Vesper Servlce-6 :45 P.M.

Churcht---~·----·\········\········\········

lllble Classes-8 :00 P.M.
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Clinkscales & Crowther
LIVERYMEN

-AUTOMOBILES-

U - DRIVE - IT

- I. L. K E L L E R "The Boys' Friend"
Come Down and Meet a Clemson
Man in Business Here For 31
Years.
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Hot e I

Gresham

The Place to Stop in Spartanburg
Just Across the Street From
Southern Station

P. D. SMITH, Manager
Spartanburg

South Carolina

A FRIEND

Oh who wlll walk a mJlc with me,
Along ]Ire's merry "N&yA comrade blithe and full of glee,
Who dares to laugh out loud and free.
And let his frollc fancy play
Like a happy child. through flowers gay,
That fill the tleld and fringe the way,
Where he walks a mile w!U1 me!
Who wUI walk a m ile with me.
_\Jong Jife's weary way f
A friend whose heart has eyes to see
The stars shine out o'er the darkening lea.
And th e Quiet rest a t the end o' th e clny ,

A frltmd. who knows, and dares to say,
The bravo, sw&et words that cheer the way,
When be walks a mile with mof
Wlth such a r.omrade. such a friend,
I lain would walk •un the Journey's enu;
'l'hroueh summer sunsl.J.Lue, winter rain,
And then !-Farewell, we shall meet again.
-By Louis Untermeyer.
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A LETTER TO MOTHER

Jr the day has been stormy
Or troubled or sad,
Sit down and write
To your mother, my lad;
Ir joy has been yours,
Has goocl luck come your way?
Tell her about it,
Ancl do not delay.
It's not mu"h to do.
Yet her heart w!ll grow light,
To learn that the boy that
,She loves Is all right.
A letter to motherOh, take up your pen,
And send her a word
From tho great world or men.
Tell her or the things you have witnessed today,
For in her fancy she follows
Each step of the way.
And what tr no great news
Has chance to occur?
It will please her to know
You are thinking or her.
.A letter to mother I
Sit down to it now.
It will smooth out the furrows
Whic-h wrinkle her brow;
It ;vlll bring back the smile
To her glorious face,
And her eyes will grow bright,
And when night comes apace
She wlll lie down to sleep
In content.meut and say,
"Your letter has made it
A wonderful day."
Oh, write to your mother,
My boy, while you can.
Too soon shall you live
As a motherless man.
Too soon shall the letters
You write be t.oo late,
For moth~rs uot always
May anxiously wait.
She ls eage1· today
For the word you can write,
Dou't ·Nait for tomorrowBut do It tonlgbt.-Selected.
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J O H N A. B R O C K
SENECA, S. C.
Jeweler and, D-iamond, Merchant

Repairing A Specialty

Cash Grocery Company
Everything Good to Eat
SENECA

SOUTH CAROLINA

New York Life Insurance
Company
Dopie Major, Agent
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Cowards may fear to dle; but courage stout,
Rather than live in snuff, will be pu t out.
I'd rather be a COULD BE,
If I could not be an ARE;
For a COULD BE le a MAY BE,
With a chaneo of touching PAR.
I'd rather be a HAS BEEN,
Than a MIGHT HAVE BEEN, by far;
For a MIGHT HAVE BEEN, has NEVER BEEN,
But a HAS was once an ARE.

22
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"FISHIN'"

I jes' set here a-dreamln'.
A-dreamin' every day.
Of the sunshine that's a-gleamln',
On the rivers far away.
And I kinder !all to wlshln',
I was where the waters sw1sh,
For II the Lord made flshln',
Why, a feller orter fish.

While I am etudln' or a-writin".
I

In the dusty, rusty, town,
kin lee! the fish a-bltln',
See the cork a-gain' down.

So I nod and !all to wlshln',
I .vas where the waters swish;
For If the Lord made flsbln,.
Why, a leller orter fish.
LIFE'S MIRROR

There are loyal hearts, there are spirits brave,
There are souls th.at are pure and true:
Then give to the world the best you have,
And the best will come back to you.
Give love, and love to your life will flow,
A strength in your utmost need;
Have faith, and a score of hrarts will show
Their lalth in your word and deed.
Give truth, and your em wlll be paid In kind,
And honor will honor meet;
And a smile that Is sweet wlll surely II.ad
A smile that ls Just as sweet.
For llfe Is the mirror ol kine and slave,
'Tis jusl what we are and do:
Then give to the world the best you have,
And the best will come back to you.
-lladellne S. Bridges.

When I choose my lrlend, I wlll not stay 'tUI
I have a kindness, but I "'111 choose such a one
that can do me many 11 I need them; but I mean
such kindnesses which make me the wiser, and iVhJch
make me better.
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We Have Been Insuring Clemson
Men For The Past Sixteen Years.
We will have an attractive proposition to offer you again next
year.
R. C. Ellington,
Special Agent,

F. W. Felkel,
General Agent,

Continental life Insurance Co.
of Missouri

College

Garage

Let Us Keep That Ole Tiger Spirit
in Your Motor
Phone 77 - Night Phone 77J

W. K. M O O R E, Proprietor

CHAS.

N.

GIGNILLIAT

Cotton Merchant

Seneca

South Carolina
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Go To M. A. ABBOTT'S
Next Door to Bank

For Candies, Fruits, and Drinks,
Fancy and Staple Groceries, and
Notions.
- Special Attention to Cadets Phone No. 34-W

Smith's Service Station
Sinclair Gasoline, Opaline Motor Oils,
Goodrich Silvertown and Radio Tires
and Tubes.
Clemson College, S. C.

Compliments Of

Pearce - Young Angel Co.
Wholesale
FRUITS and PRODUCE

Phones 886-887
Greenville

South Carolina.
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CLASS STANDING
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Front View-Dining Room-Side View
Some Views of Clemson Y.M.C.A.
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BOOK II
Y. M. C. A.
MY MOTHER'S WORDS

Do you know that your soul Is of my soul such a
part,

That you seem to be core and fibre of my heart?
No other can pain me, as you. eon, do;
No other can please mec or praise me as you.
Be sure the world will be Quick with ita blame,
If shadow or stain ever darken your name.
"Like mother, like son". is a saying so true,
The world will Judge Jargeiy of mother by you.
Then this be your task, It task It shall be,
To torce this proud world to do homage to me.
Be sure it will say when its verdlct you have ,von,
"She reaps what she sowed: this man Is her son".
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THE Y.M.C.A. WELCOMES YOU

Every student Is a member of the Y.M.C.A.
a nd is Invited to use the privileges offered
by the Association, both for his personal benefit and for the benefit of the Association In
accomplishing Its purpose as an Institution and
as a movement. Old students are familiar
with the features of the building and know
that they are welcome at the "Y" to use them.
To new students: You too are welcome at the
"Y' and all the features of the building are at
your disposal.
There ls a wonderful opportunity through
this Association for the development of ourselves socially, physically, and religiously. It
Is to this end that the Y.M.C.A. functions as
an Institution. All students may add to their
college training by taking advantage of the
different l'eatures of the building.
The greatest reason for the existence or the
Y.M .C.A. Is found in its purpose as a movement. It Is a great brotherhood working for
the establishment of the principles of Jesus
Christ in the lives of young men. It Is to this
ever-Increasing mission that we can give ourselves by falling in line with the work of the
"Y." The Evening Watch Group, the Bible
Study Group, and the Sunday Evening Vesper
Service offer us opportunities to continue that
training which we began In our young people's
organizations at home. They will also help us
establish that lasting gentlemanly friendship
between each other which Is certainly desired
by every man.
Every Clemson man expects himself a clean
character and a good reputation when he leaves
Clemson. Such a character Is not wrapped
with a diploma and tied with the colors of
onr Alma Mater. If you wish to know more
a bout the Y.M.C.A ., read Paul Suber's "What
is the Y.M.C.A. ?", and other such books: which
will be found In the "Y" building.
E. N. GEDDING, Pres., Y. M. C. A.
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Geddings, Pres.
Maner, V.-Pres. Knobeloch, Rec.-See.
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Theo L. Vaughan
Associate Secretary
TEN

COMMANDMENTS OF SUCCESS

1. Be honest.
2. Work hard.
3. Live clean.
4. Have a hobby.
5. Use Imagination.

Help others.
Keep studying.
Avoid conceit.
9. Stay smiling.
10, Don't weaken.

6.
7.
8.
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Y.M.C.A. Cabinet
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L. C. Martin Drug Co.
A Complete Line of
Waterman and Parker Pens,
College Jewelry, Pennants,
and College Novelties, Stationery.
Lefax Notebooks and College Supplies
Norris' and Whitman's Candies, Drinks, Cigars and Tobaccos.

The Official College Book
Store
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Roy Cooper,
Assistant Secretary
Could we judge all deeds by motives,
See the good and bad within,
Often we would love the sinner,
All the while we loathe the sin;
Could we know the powers ·Nork'ing,
To overthrow lntegrl!y,
We'd forgive each other•s errors,
With more patient ch·,rl!y.

To live In hearts we leave behind, Is not to
dle.-Campbell
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Whoever you are, be noble.
Whatever you do, do well;
Whenever you speak, speak kindly,
Give joy wherever you dwell.
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CABINET

N. GEDDINGS . .. ......... . ..... President
W. F. MANER .. . ..... . . .. .... Vlce-Presldent
L. G. KNOBELOCH .... . . Recording Secretary
E. B. EARLY ... Chair. of New Students' Com.
H. L. SHANDS .. Chalr. of Publicity-Tiger Cor.
T, W . WEBB ........ Chair. of Evening Watch
D. B. SHERMAN ..... . Chalr. of Gospel Teams
J. F. CALLAHAM ... ... Chair. of Boys' Work
S. P. HARRIS ...... ... ... Church Relationship
G. H. l\1cCUTCHEON .. Chair. Soc. Program Com.
E.

GOVERNING BOARD

Prof. S. M. MARTIN
Prof. S. B. EARLE
Dr. E. W. SIKES
Mr. B. B. BURLEY
Mr. G. H. AULL
Mr. J. C. LITTLEJOHN
Prof. J. L. MARSHALL
Cadet E. N. GEDDINGS
Prof. A. B. BRYAN
ll!r. P. B. HOLTZENDORFF
EMPLOYED SECRETARIES

Mr. P. B. HOLTZENDORFF, Jr ... General Sec.
Mr. THEO. L. VAUGHN ........ Assistant Sec.
Mr. J. R. COOPER .....•. . ... . .. .Assistant Sec.

Welcome Toastee Sandwich Shop
A

Place to Eat That's Different

Anderson

South Carolina

He that cannot forgive others breaks the bridge
over which he must pass hlmselt; Cor every man
bas neod to be forgiven.
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LIFE'S JOY
God gives us Joy that we may give,
He gives us love that we may share,
Sometimes He gl ves us loads to lift
That we may learn to bear.
For llfe ls gladder when we give,
And love is sweeter when we share,
And heavy loads rest llghtly, too,
When we have learned to bear.-SELECTED.

P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr.
General Secretary
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Lay me on the anvil, 0 God,
Beat me and ham.mer me into a crowbar.
Let me pry loose old walls;

Let me lift and loosen old foundations.
Lay me on the anvil, 0 God ..
Beat me and hammer me Into a steel spike;
Drive me into the girders that hold a skyscraper together.
Take red hot rivets and fasten me Into the
cantral girders.
Let me be the great nail holding a skyscraper
through bluo
Nlghta Into white stars.

FRIENDSHIP COUNCIL

"The Association Friendship Council is a
group of Association members each of whom assumes responsibil!ty for friendly Influence with
a small, specific number of fellow students."
Students belonging to the Friendship Council are those who have proven to be upright
Christian men. Each member is apportioned
ten f'reshmen, to whom he is to be a close
friend. The little services which friendship
implies wlll be long remembered by the freshmen.
The Council meets every two weeks; at
which time all matters of importance are discussed, and also the work for the following two
weeks is mapped out fully.
Clemson's greatest asset is her men of high
character. It ls the purpose of the Young Men's
Christian Association to help develop such men.
Ask for a "PURPOSE" CARD.
A FRIENDSHIP COUN'CIL MAN will help
you.
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Established 1858
Your Furniture Dealer For 69 Years
Always Reliable

G. F. TOLLY & SON
Anderson, S. C.
Ambulance Service
Funeral Directors and Embalmers

Phone 514-Day or Night
NEVER CLOSED

Moore-Wilson Company
Anderson's Most Exclusive Store
For Women
Featuring At All Times The Newest
in-

Ready-to-Wear, Millinery and
"Everything For Women."
Moore - Wilson Co., Anderson, S. C.
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225 N. Main St., Greenville, S. C.
Sheet Music, Brunswick and Victor
Talking Machines and Records.
Pianos in Uprights, Players and Grands
And as the sun breaks through the darkest clouds,
So honor peereth in the meanest habit.

BLUE RIDGE

The Blue Ridge Association grounds ls the
meeting place for Y.M.C.A. workers. ,T he Southern Student Conference Is held there in June
each year. It Is in the "Land of the Sky", and
is truly a "land floWlng with milk and honey."
The scenery of trees. and flowers Is beautiful.
The atmosphere is appetizing, and the food Is
plentiful and satisfying. The prevailing Christian influence is felt strongly by everyone. It
is a wonderful place to spend a vacation and
to get closer to God. Everyone is free to express his own opinion, and there is a lot to be
learned from the experience of others. Some of
the country's best speakers are there every
summer.
Clemson always has a good delegation, but
there's room for more. Clemson and Winthrop,
together, own a neat home-like little cottage,
which Is occupied by the Winthrop girls during
the Y.W.C.A. Conference, and by the Clemson delegation during the Y.M.C.A. Conference.
Get "Holtzy" or ·Vaughan to tell you more
about it, and plan to go next June. It will be
a wonderful vacation and will better flt you
to work for Clemson.
H.L.B.
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IT'S YOU

It Isn't the Secretary's flowery prayer,

Or the way the quartet sings,
Or the size of the gift the other man gives,
Or the help: your brother brings.
It Isn't the size of our Y.M.C.A.,
Or the cost of Its furnishings few,
Or the style or the clothes the members wear,
No-It Isn't the "Y"-it's YOU.
It isn't the way the work is done,

Or the way the money's spent;
Or whether the Gospel's all brought In,
Or whether there's some that's sent;
It Isn't the kind of creed we love,
Or particular thing we do,
Or whether the policy suits your taste,
For it Isn't the "Y"-lt's YOU.
For a chain's as strong as the weakest link,
And It breaks with a !Jta vy load ;
But a "Y" that's full of the links that pull,
Can level the roughest road.
If you get In tune with the Master's Will,
With your heart and your labor too,
You will love your "Y", tho It has Its faults,
For It Isn't the "Y"-lt's YOU.

To labor with zest
For the Joy and
To help folks along
Why, that I~ the

and give your best,
sweetness or giving;
with a hand and a songsunshine or llvlng.

I have dreamed dreams in the valley,
Too lofty for language to reach;
I have heard songs in the sllence,
That never shall float into speech.
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Annual Report of The Clemson Y. M.C.A. For The
Year Beginning June I, 1926, and Ending May 31,
1927. Outline of Report by Paragraphs:
1. Financial Bepart.
2. Different Phases of Association Work.
3. How the Clemson Y.M.C.A. is governed.
4. Why the "Y" at Clemson.
5. Next Year's Progratu.
I, Flnanclal Report.
Recelph-}'rom June 1, 1926 to May 31, 1927.
Membership and Activity Fee ............ $ 2,473.80
Dormitory.................................. 3,340.65
Picture Show ............................. 12,485.10
Game Room..... .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . !,405.80
Bent or Cafe..............................
260.90
Swimming Pool...........................
48.90
Contributions..............................
615.57
Refunds....................................
51.87
Hand Book................................
328.50
Borrowed Money .... ,.....................
199.48
Lodge....... . .............................
60.00
Towels and Pop Corn......................
174.02
Miscellaneous and Unclas•:llcd.. . . . . . . . . . . .
200.38
$23,644.97
TOTAL
Expenditures-From June 1. 1026 to May 31, 1927.
Picture Show ..... . ............... . ..... . .. $ 9,422.44
Secretaries.................. . ..... . ........ 3,940.00
Dormitory. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . 1,462.85
Summer Oporation.................. .... .. .
420.00
Janitor.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
719.50
Oame Room............................... 1.121.68
Cafe. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .
209. 72
Ofllce Supplies..............................
439.60
Hand Book. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
512.14
Building and Loan...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
600.00
Asst. Socretary Blue Rl.tge..................
100.00
Entertatnmcnt-Vlctrloa. Newspapers.......
467, 71
National "Y".............................
300.00
State "Y". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225.00
Foreign "Y".... . . . .. . .. . • • . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .
450.00
Building Supplies.............. . ..........
272.70
Religious Programs........................
740.97
Carpenter and Lumbar.. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. .. .. .
217 .10
Plurublng and Plumber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
205.10
Notes Paid................................
200.00
Southern "Y" College.,...................
375.00
Salary or man in charge Pop Corn and
Showers................................
417.83
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Athletic Goods ..........................•.
Chrlstmas Tree ........ .... ...•......••...
New Victrola ............................. .
President of "Y" to School. ..........•...
Delegate to National Convention ......... . .
""Y" Tent at Fair .... . ................... .
Delegate to Regional Council ........... .. . .
Columbia '.'Y" ............................ .
Bowling Alley Mats ...............•.......
Miscellaneous ....................•.........

183.84
8.00
150.00
75.00
50.00
20.00

8.50

30.00
8.50
149.60

TOTAL
$23,502.78
TOTAL RECEIPTS ....•...... . ......... $23,644.97
TOTAL EXPENSES . . ........ • ......... 23,502.78
EXCESS of RECEIPTS
$
CASH, June l, 1926.................

142.19
26.02

CASH, June 1, 1927

168.21

$

There Is a past which has gone forever, but
there Is a future still om• own.-Robertson.
THE BRIDGE BUILDER
An old man. going a lone highway,
Camo at e"renlng, cold and gray,

To a chasm vast and deet> and wide,

Thru which was flowing a sullen tide,
The old man crossed In the twilight dim,

For the sullen stream had no fears for him;
But he turned when safe on the other side
And built a bridge to span the tide.
"Old man,'' said a fellow-pilgrim near,
"You are wasting your time with building here.
Your journey ends with the ending day;
You never again will pass this way.
You've passed the chasm deep and wide,
Why build you the bridge at eventide!"
The builder lifted his old gray head:
"Good friend, In the path I have come", he Slid,
"There followeth after me today
A youth whose feet must pass this way.
This chasm which has meant naught to me,
To that fair-haired youth may a pitfall be;
He, too, must cross In the twilight dim.
Good friend, I am building jhls bridge for him".
-Will Allen Dromaoot1le.
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MEMBERSHIP. Quite a number of students
and others of the community desire BUILDING
PRIVILEGES and do not care partlcularly for
membership In the Y.111.C.A., as membership Impiles participation in the program and the
morement; whereas BUILDING PRIVILEGES
indicates one's desire to take advantage of
some or the features of the building, such as
showers, basket ball, reading room, picture
shows, or the use of the newspapers. In
view of this fact, BUILDING PRIVILEGES
are accorded upon the payment of a small
fee and membership is open to all those who
care to take part in the promotion of the
Christian progrnm of the association. Those
who wish to enter into and take part In the
Bible Study, Mission Study, Campus Problem
Discussion Groups, Vesper Services, Sunday
School, Young People's Societies, Gospel Team
Work, Physical Training, Swimming, Evening
Watch Groups may do so. All these, when
done with the proper motive, are leading to
the END for Which the Y.M.C.A. was founded
and organized.
All money taken in from the Activity Fee
and from other membership sources is credited
to the membership column.
By reason of the Activity Fee all students
are entitled to BUILDIJS'G PRIVILEGES.
1'hese Include the use of the building, use of
the showers, swimming pool, basketball court,
bowling alleys, ping pong tables, checker tables,
newspapers, the attendance on such soclal functions as college nights, class nights, attend·
ance at a number or free picture shows, such
as news reels, travel pictures and approximately ten feature pictures, the prlvllege of
hearing speakers of national and international
importance.
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Any man may become an associate member
by expressing a desire and asking for a membership card. It Is expected that a man be
in sympathy with the OBJECT of the association before he becomes a member. ACTIVE
MEMBERS are those who strive to further
the movement and are interested in all of those
things which really make f'or the attainment
of the purpose of the association as expressed
on the back of the membership card.
STUDENT Y.M.C.A. OBJECTIVE
(a) To lead students to faith In God through
Jesus Christ.
(b) To lead them Into membership and service in the Christian church .
( c)
To promote their growth in Christian
Faith and Character, especially through the
study of the Bible and prayer.
( d) To Influence them to devote themselves
In united effort with all Christians to making
the Will of Christ effective in human society
and to extending the kingdom of God throughout the world."
DORMITORY.
Twenty-five rooms in the
Y.M.C.A Building are used for dormitory purposes. Four rooms are reserved for transients,
the remaining twenty-one are rented to regular roomers, the price ranging from $5.00 to $1000 and $12.00 each per month. The dormitory also includes space occupied by the Masonic Lodge f'or which an annual rental of
$150.00 Is paid. Most of the rooms are rented
out to members of the faculty and others connected with the college. Special students and
day cadets also room In the Y.M.C.A., It being
required of these that they be at least twentyone years old and must be men who desire to
room there with the Intention of doing more
earnest study than might otherwise be possible by rema lning In barracks. Students desiring to room out of barracks for the purpose
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of ha vlng a good time are not desired as
roomers as the majority of those who room In
the "Y" are older men who are anxious to
spend their evenings In study and rest.
During the past year 1,054 transients were
entertained at the Y.M.C.A. From this group
approximately 300 were former Clemson men
known to the Secretaries to be former students; the remainder being composed of visiting athletic men and other transients. Ail
visiting football, basketball, tennis, and track
men were entertained at the "Y". Practically all of the visitors of the college who remain here over night are cared for at the
Y.111.C.A. We have recently purchased some additonal equipment which should make these
roc,ms far transients as desirable as any obtainable In any of the nearby hotels.
Receipts come from rentals. Expenditures
are for a man to care for and clean up the
rooms, linen used, etc., laundry, and for replacement of linen, towels, and purchase of
new furniture.
PICTURE SHOWS. During the past year
we ran over 400 reels of news, travel, cartoons, and comedy pictures free, also seventeen feature pi<ltures free. These pictures
were seen by an average of 1,000 people for
each !'our reels, generally being run four reels
at a time. Travel pictures of practically every land were shown, thus giving a very fair
Idea of some phase of life and something of
the habits and customs of the peoples in a.ii
countries. All of the feature pictures, with
the exception of the seventeen already mentioned as having been run free, were run as
charge pictures, and these in turn helped make
it possible to pay for the others.
At the beginning of the year a new screen
costing almost $200.00 was installed together
with a new simplex projector. All of the
seats were reinforced, and a number of chairs
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purchased ror excess crowds for free pie•
tures, and for use at the Sunday night Vesper services. The expense of the picture show
Is for the rent of films, express and postage
on reels, advertising matter, printing tickets,
operators, booth expense, a part of the expense of vlctrola and some victrola records. The
use of the building, the time of the secre•
retaries, the cost of additional electric cur•
rent, the time of janitors in putting out the
posters , taking out hand~ls, taking reels
.t o and rrom the olfice, cleaning up the
auditorium, and other work necessarily Incident to the operation of the pictures are
not charged as expenses, although properly
belonging to be classed as such.
Should these items be taken into consideration
it would greatly reduce the amount of money cleared from the picture show which ts
depended upon largely to help in the operation and malntainance of the other part of the
program.
Quite a number of the campus organizations
have "benefit pictures" run for them to as·
sist them in realizing their budget. The past
year some of these organiza tions that we assisted included such as the School Improvement
Association, the Ochestra, a Concert Orchestra,
the Glee Club, the Band, the Tiger, the Taps,
the Judging Team,Delegation to State Student
Volunteer Conference, a high school junior•
senior committee, U.D.C., and several other
organizations from the campus. These pie·
tures are run for the benefit of the organ!•
zatlon, the Y.M.C.A. booking the pictures and
the organization advertising it and dividing the
receipts fifty-fifty.
·
GAME ROOM. The game room comprehends
all receipts from and expenditures connected
with the operation or the pool tables. llfr.
Garrison Is employed to supervise the room
where a charge of 2 l-2c per person per game
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Is made, this being half the price charged In
most other places. This Is a sport which Is
participated In by quite a number of students
and members of the faculty. The tables are
kept In the "Y" for entertainment and for
revenue.
Those who play habitually or to
excess are requested to refrain from the use
of the tables as they are put here for recreation and not dissipation. It has been the habit
of the Board for the past several years to gather
information from quite a number of the graduates who played during their college days and
It is found that very few who play In college
follow up this form of sport after getting out
in llfe, due largely they say to the difference In
the average pool room and the room maintained at Clemson. The greatest danger stems
to be fellows spending too much time nnd
money while in college. Considering the number who play the average time per person Is
quite small.
THE "Y" CAFETERIA. This Is rented by
the Y.M.C.A. to Mrs. Mary Albergotti who operates It chiefly for the convenience of boarders, transients, and such others who may desire short orders. A new frlgldalre and some
new plumbing equipment were µurchased for
the cafeteria this year wh!ch should aid materially In Its appearance and serviceableness.
Receipts for rent and expenditures are for such
equipment as may have been purchased.
SWIMMING POOL. This Is operated the year
round, however, last year we were uni'ortunate
enough to have a leak In the pool and were
only able to keep the pool open tnr about five
months. We have our own filtering pin nt "nd
the water in the pool Is clrculat~d !Jy means
of a motor. We also have the JJOOI stPam
heated in the winter making it sen•ice~\Jle at
all times. Prof. W. B. Aull has supervision
of the bacterlolog!cal analysis un•l h!s reports
Indicate that the water in the swimming pool
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as a general thing Is much purer bacterlologlcally than water from the wells or drinking watei4 on the campus. The swimming pool ls used
by cadets, quite a number of campus people,
quite a number of visiting boys and girls, clubs,
organizations, and summer groups. Hot and
cold showers are maintained. Each swimmer
Is asked to take a good shower before going In
the pool. Mr. H. 0. Bodiford has been employed since last January to take charge of the
showers and the pool, to have charge or towels,
soap, and other accessories, to maintain an office where those desiring to go Into the pool
may check valuables, and generally assist In
helping to keep the pool more serviceable.
CONTRIBUTIONS. Each year the Y.M.C.A.
conducts a campaign for raising funds to help
the different departments of the Y.M.C A., such
as a Foreign Work Department, a National
Counctl, a State Commmlttee and the tralnln~
agencies. Over thirty-five members of the faculty and people of the community contributed
$10.00 or more each toward this fund, quite
a number contributing $5.00 or less, a good
many students contributing sma lier amounts.
It w!ll be noted that whereas $615.57 was re•
celved from contributions we paid out $1.350.00.
This is explained by reason of the fact that
our fiscal year runs from June 1st to l\fay 31st
and the fiscal year of the other departments
nms from .T anuary 1st to December 31st. This
allows $200.00 as an overlapping payment on
1927 ; It being desired to shift the burden of
this campaign as much as possible toward the
spring of the year rather than have It come
In Nornmber and December.
The Governing Board last year decided to
give to each famtly contributing as much as
$10.00 toward the annual campaign a family
membership which entitles the holders of such
the BUILDING PRIVILEGES as other members have.
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We wish to express our sincere appreciation
for the generous manner In which so miiny
have assisted In the financial work and we
wish to assure them that all manner of help
Is greatly appreciated. Without sucb help of
course It would be utterly useless to attempt
work of this nature.
THE CLEMSON HAND BOOK. The Clem.
son band book ls put out by some students
with the assistance of the secretary and Is
made possible largely through advertising, although the receipts from advertising do not
entirely cover the cost. We had 1,200 printed this past year at a cost of f512.14. These
wore distributed to the students and members
af the fa<'ulty free of charge. Mr. Gault and
his nssistants, Mr.Vaughn, and all who had
part ln getting up the material for this hand
book are to be commended for their earnest
effort and for the product of their labors.
\Ye wish to take this opportunity to thank Lhem
for th!~ work. After nil, we are indebted to
our advertisers in the "Y" hand book for they
make the book possible. Wo hope that you
will study them and when trading h:tve occasion to mention the fact that they do advertise with us.
Keep your band book, It Is leather bound
and has the lnslgnlna of a Clemson man and
tiger on the cornr. Numerous photographs,
schedules, a great deal of Information, some
poems, dally Blhle readlnl(s, college yells and
songs, and memorandum space are contained

therein. Carry it with you.
BORROWED l\!01','EY Is that money borrowed from the bank to enable us to pay our bills
when current receipts are low. This ls done
to enable us to discount our bills and also
to help keep up to date with payments.
MISCELLANEOUS AND UNCLASSIFIED Include such Items as are not listed In previous
or subsequent headings.
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SECRETARIES' SALARIES Includes the salaries of Mr. HoltzendortT and Mr. Vaughn.
We hope to have with us beginning Sept. lat.
Messrs. HoltzendortT, Vaughn, and Roy Cooper
which should assure us of a very etflclent
statT, and make possible a much larger program than we have been able to have heretofore.
SUMMER OPERATION. This Includes help
employed to operate the building during the
summer months of June, July, and August.
This expense ls taken care of almost entirely
by receipts from the building during the
summer month~. At first It was quite an expense to keep the building open for the summer
mont.hs, but during the past years Increasing
numbers have remained here, and made It
possible to operate the building without much
loss. It has been thought advisable at different times to close the building particularly
for the latter hair of July and all of August,
but each time this matter has been taken up
the Board has decided to try it for another
year, and in this way the building at Clemson
College has been open for 365 days a year since
It was first opened, January, 1916.
,TANITORS. We have In the employ of the
Y.M.C.A. two janitors, Robert and Erskine
Reed, whose duties are as numerous as the
activities of the campus. It ls their duty
to keep the building clean, clean up rooms,
clean aud filter the pool, make up beds,
clean class rooms and auditorium for use,
prepare for visiting teams, take reels to and
from post otflce, put out advertising material,
posters, hand bllls, do errands, handle the
laundry, and quite a number of other emergency jobs necessarily incident to so large a
building. One janitor's salary ls charged to
JANITOR, and the other ls charged to DOR·
::IIITORY, as It takes about half ot the time
of the two men working on dormitory rooms.
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OFFICE SUPPLIES. This Item Includes
stamps, stationery, telephone and stenographic help. Also this year we purchased a new
typewriter and one new steel cabinet.
BIDLDING SUPPLIES. This item Includes
brooms, mops, floor oil, dust-down, bon amt,
and other Items necessary for the malntalnance
of the building.
BUILDING AND LOAN. This comprehends
all payments made toward the house purchased
through the Pendleton Building and Lol\Il
Company l'or use as the home for the Secretary. The last payment should be about August,
1927.

BLUE RIDGE. This Is for financial help
to delegates, registration fee, expenses of
faculty representative, and for part expenses
of Assistant Secretary to Blue Ridge summer
school.
$93.50 was raised from contributions
especially for the Blue Ridge fund .
ENTERTAINMENT. This Item comprehends
such expenditures as socials, purchase of ping
pong balls and equipment, vlctrola, vlctrola records, pamphlets, newspapers, material for readIng room, College Night, Class Nights, Scout
Night, Faculty Nights, and all miscellaneous
entertainment for club boys, Y.M.C.A. Cabinet
and Friendship Council.
POP CORN Al'i'D EXPENSES OF MAN IN
CHARGE OF SHOWERS. This comprehends
the purchase of new electric pop corn machine, corn purchased for same, and salary of
a man In charge or this and the swlmmrng
pool.
A'rHLETIC GOODS. This Includes money received from the sale of athletic goods and money spent for athletic goods, and purchase of
volley balls, basket balls and basket ball
equipment.
CHRISTMAS TREE. This Is the part the
"Y" contributed toward the community Christmas tree, of which $1.33 was refunded.
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Quite a number of Items are of such a
miscellaneous nature that we only mention
them In connection with the report these
being part expenses of Assistant Secretary.
Summer School at Blue Ridge, purchase of
new victrola, expense of the President of the
Y.M.C.A. to Y.M.C.A. Presidents' Summer
School, part of the expenses of a delegate to
the National Convention, malntainance of a
"Y" tent at the State Fair, the expenses of a
delegate to the Regional Council, refund to Columbia Y.M.C.A. for part or the expense of maintaining showers for the cadet corps while on
encampment, bowling alley mats and other miscellaneous items too general to be classi.fled.
RELIGIOUS PROGRAMS. This includes all
work done of a religious nature, such as the
expenses of speakers, the purchase of books
nnd pamphlets of a religious character, the
expenses of Gospel Teams to nearby towns
and to neighboring colleges, literature for
Morning Watch Groups copies of the Acts and
the Gospel of Luke-1200 of each being given
out free, purchase of Bible Study books, and
part the expenses to Conferences other than
the Blue Ridge Conference.
2.

DIFFEl!ENT

PHASES OF
WORK

ASSOCIATION

SUNDAY NIGHT
VESPER
SERVICES.
These services are really union services held
each Sunday evening, the Y.M.C.A. assuming
the responsibility for securing speakers, special music, and pictures.
All of the local ministers take turns preaching at these services.In addition, we have a
number of visiting speakers. The past year
we bad several college groups from Anderson
College, Lander College, Furman, Limestone,
the University of S. C., and Erskine College
to take charge of the services. Upon each
occasion, we bad seats placed to acccmodate
460, and bad some standing.
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Bible pictures, news and travel pictures
were run at these sen-Ices. These added greatly to the Interest. llfost every country In the
world wns presented. .A great many of the
beauty spots In the United States nnd Canada being shown nlso .
.A new orthophonlc vlctrola, together wlth
an excellent selection of sacred records, materially assisted the musical and program committees. These records were run during the
showing of the pictures. The service began
promptly at 6 :30 each evening, the lights beIng left dim to enable late comers to find seats.
l\Irs. Dan Lewis Is due much commendation
for the splendid orchestra and music furnished. lllessrs. Knobeloch, Woodward, Jenkins, Hutchins, WIiiiams, Bouknight, and others
are also due much credit for the splendid
music furnished. We also had special music
furnished by Professor llforrow, :l[r. Louis
Watson, Jlfr. Jlfack Salley, Rev. :\Ir. Crouch,
Mrs. Shiver, llfr. Holland Carter, Mrs. Dargan,
Professor Lippincott, 111rs. Hodges, and 11 large
number of others. We wish to take this opportunity to thank all of these people for
their generous contribution of time and effort.
Among the speakers from off the campus,
we hnd Re,·. John 111cSween, of .Anderson,
D1·. R. H. Grier, President of Erskine, Prof.
Poole, of l<'urman, 111r. Shedd, of Waycross,
Ga.. former Y.1\1.C ..A. Secretary In China,
Dr. F. N. Seereley, of Springfield College, l\1r.
Tom Lanham, State Secretary of the State
Y.llf.C ..A., Mr. B. A. Schnell, State Boys
Work Director, Mr. 0. R. 111cGIII, of the Foreign Department of the Y.llf.C ..A.,- these together with others who may not have been mentioned-all contributed greatly toward making the Sunday Night Vesper Services successful.
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EVENING WATCH GROUPS. On every Company Hall, an evening prayer group is organized. It is the object of this group to furnish
a room where the fellows can meet each night
right after long roll for a short scripture
reading, and for sentence prayers. This is an
opportunity for Christian fellowship that
should be encouraging to all.
These Evening Watch Groups formerly met
each morning, but due to the change in classes and the subsequent lack of time in the
morning, they were changed to the evening
and have been found to be suitable to more
men for the evening period. This work is in
charge of the Chairman of Evening Watch. He
appoints leaders for each group, and these
leaders in turn appoint leaders from the group
to act as leaders from day to day.
GOSPEL TEAMS. For the past year Eugene
Geddings was Chairman of this committee.
Quite a number of men are used on this
team. It is organized with the hope that it
will give the men some definite work to do.
Often it reacts in a community by stimulating
the young people to take more active interest
in Christian work and to send out teams into
nearby communities. It also should be helpful in giving the people of the state an idea
of the type of Christian men-College menwho are wllling to take time f'rom the busy
routine of college life to try to do some work
for the !\faster. It is to be hoped that more
and more men will be attracted to this work
and that we will be able to make the dilferent communities realize the value of such
work. The past year we paid the expenses of
these teams and swapped dates with Carolina,
Furman. Anderson, Lander, Limestone, and
Winthrop. Quite a number of citizens have
written to Dr. Silres and to the Y.M.C.A., commending the men for the work done on these
committees.
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SOCIALS. This embraces all Class and Campus Socials. Mr. Mlller ably acted as Chairman of this Committee. Eight such socials
were held with an average attendance of 400.
Also, we had 130 to a Faculty-Student Supper
when Mr. McGill, of China, was the chief
speaker. At the "Old, New, and Former Advisory Board Supper", we had thirty-odd members of the Faculty, and members of the Community together with the Cabinet members.
This was a most enjoyable occasion, and served
to bring out some valuable information from
a host of the "old-timers". A great many
f'ree motion pictures, mid-week singing In the
lobby, and apple scrambles might be added to
the list of social events sponsored by the "Y".
USE OF THE Y.M.C.A. BUILDING. Thirtyone different organizations used the Y.M.C.A.
for meetings last year, and this does not include the different "Y" organizations, such
as the Cabinet, Governing Board, Friendship
Council, different committees, etc. The "Y"
also is used for some classes regularly, and
for some other classes upon special occasions
for showing motion pictures for class room
purposes.
The "Y" ls the natural congregating point
for large crowds upon the occasion of ball
games, commencement, and large social functions. Most of the visitors come to the "Y"
for the rest room of the College. It costs
quite a bit of money to take care of the expense
of operating the "Y" bullding and carrying out
the varied program. This expense Is met by
means of operating picture shows, game rooms,
dormitory, help f'rom the College and from
the Activity Fee. The expense Is for Secretaries, janitors, building supplies, programs,
pictures, the Hand Book, and numerous other
items listed.
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3.

HOW THE CLEMSON Y.M.C.A. IS
GOVERNED

The Clemson Y.M.C.A. building ls the property of the College, and hence of the State
of South Carolina. John D. Rockefeller gave
$50,000 toward the bulldlng, provided the Board
of Trustees would give $15,000, and the frlends
of the Association would raise $10,000. The
gift was accepted by the Board of Trustees
with certaln stipulations as to how the bulldlng was to be managed,what the proceeds were
to be used for, and what the College agreed
to furnish in lieu of an endowment. Hence
the "Y" Is a College building, and in the final
analysis, the Board of Trustees Is responsible
for the government or the Governing Board
in t.he event of failure to operate according to
agreement.
The President of the College, the President
of the Y.M.C.A. and the General Secretary
are ex-officio members of the Board. Other
members are elected for a term of three years
or until successors are elected. Members of
Evangelical churches only may serve on the
Board. These members are elected by the
Active or voting constituency. Members may
be either Active or Associate. This ls determined during the Membership Campaign each
Fall. These elected members and the ex-offlclo
members compose the Advisory or Governlng
Board of the Y.M.C.A. at Clemson. Contrary
to the belief of some, the Y.M.C.A. Is not controlled by a Head Man or "Czar" in the sense
that he dlctates plans and policies, thls ls determined by the local board and ls usually in
conrormity wlth the plans of the majorlty of
Sutdent Associations. There ls a belief in
some circles that an effort ls belng made
through the Y.M.C.A. to tear down the spirit
of "Americanlsm". This Is doubtless caused
by the statemets of some persons In National
Council circles.
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Some general conditions are precedent toward an Association having voting privileges,
but even these may be Ignored, and still the
Association retain the name Y.M.C.A. i\lost
of' the fear has been caused by local Associations In different parts of the country having
speakers who were "radical" to the thought of
some leading citizens.
The Go,-ernlng Board elects the General Secretary for one year. The Board has the power to determine policy, decide questions of operation and generally manage the "Y" and say
how It shall be run.
A good deal of tWs is left to the executive
secretary to determine, In the discretion of the
Board.
The Y.M.C.A. Cabinet, composed of the officers and Chairman of the different Committees, has the actual work of the Association
In hand and does the work among the students;
the Governing Board supervises and directs.
The officers are elected by the Active members. The o1flcers then select Chairmen of Committees with the advice and consent of the Secreta rles and retiring Cabinet. The Committee
Chairmen then select their own Committee members. These latter form the Friendship Council.
4. WHY TH E " Y" AT CLEMSON

The Student Department of the Y.M.C.A.
eelehrntes the fiftieth anniversary this year.
There are many branches of the Y.111.C.A.
'1.'h~ City Branch we see most often, the Student Branch In the schools and Colleges, the
Railroad "Y" ln the Railway centers, the Industrial "Y" In shops and manufacturing plants,
the Boys Work "Y" In High School, Cities,
Towns and Schools, Army and Navy and several other Branches Indicate the varied groups
the Association appeals to.
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Clemson Y.M.C.A. was organized by Mr.
Fletcher Brockman, who was State Secretary
of the Carolinas at the time. Mr. Brockman,
by the way, had a son to graduate from
Clemson recently.
The first full time Secretary was employed
In 1905. Mr. Ray Legate being the first Secretary. In 1915 the new building was completed.
The Y.M.C.A. at Clemson Is really the Community Building of Clemson as It ministers to
the entire community. The program is so varled that It Is easy to understand how one might
become confused as to the real object of the
Association. This Is occasioned by the fact
that we have to raise the major portion or
our budget from secular features and are not
f'ree to give all the time to strictly religious
programs.
Often It ls several years after graduation
that a man realizes how much the work of the
"Y" meant to him while In College. Few of
us realize how much we owe directly or Indirectly to the Association at Clemson.
NEXT YEAR'S PROGRAM

Beginning In September we hope to have Jllr.
Roy Cooper added to the working start. This
should enable us to give more time to the
work of the barracks groups, Committees,
Teams_. correspondence with Alumni, and In
every way prove beneficial. Mr. Cooper has
just completed his college course. In the capacity of President the past year, he has
proven his Interest. We hope every success
for him.
With Mr. Gene Geddings as President, and
a strong Cabinet, Council and Governing Board,
we should push forward and really accomplish
a great deal for good, co-operating with the
ministers and the churches.
We hope to have more men take active part
in the work. More active members In the fui-
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lest sense of the term, a deeper Interest In
the realities of the student life, ls our hope
and aim for each man. Few men realize the
extent of their Influence while In college.
Many ot' us are Inclined to drift through,
thinking we have few who observe us, yet all
the time we have a large gallery estimating
our qualities of courage, Industry, love, fellowInterest, enthusiasm, respect for the sacredness of personality, and a love for God as expressed In our love of our fellows. What
sort of a fellow am If What Is my record f
Can the "Y" help you? Jump In and forget
self In your efTort to help others. May 1927 28 be your best year to date, and the best
year for advancement for the Y.M.C.A., here,
and throughout the world.
Respectfully submitted,
P. B. HOLTZENDORFF, JR., Gen. Secretary.
Clemson College Y.l\I.C.A.
June 22, 1927.

Y.M.C.A. at CLEMSON
CONSTRUCTIVE POINTS FOR CHRISTl4N
CULTURE
1. Have far-sighted plans for culture of our

spiritual life.
2. Observe a quiet day or hair day.
3. Keep the morning watch.
4. Fight for your prayer life.
5. Always keep before you a devotional book.
6. Count the day lost If you do not turn on
the searchlight of the Bible.
7. Avail yourself of the privileges of the
Christian Church.
8. Observe the vital relations that exist between body and soul.
9. Always seek to relate some other one to
Christ.
10. Preserve a right attitude toward your
temptations.
JOHJS' R. MOTT.
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A First National Picture
At Your Local Theatre
Means
The Very Finest Entertain;ment
Watch for this trade mark on the
advertising. It guarantees: Good
Stories, Famous Stars, Famous Directors and Great Producers
::

O'Neall - Williams Co.,
(Incorporated)

SPORTING GOODS

Bicycles
203 N. Main Street

GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA

Let us then be up and doing,
With a heart for any !ate;
Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to wait.
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BOOK III
Athletics

"Bud" Eskew
Capt. Football

Ross O'Dell
Capt. Track

They can conquer who believe they can.
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IF-

By Rudyard Kipling
If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowanve for their doubting, too:
Ir you can wait &11d not be tired by waiting,
Or being lied about, don't deal In lies,
Or being hated don't give way to hating,
And yet don't look too good nor talk too wlse;
If you can clream-and not make dreams your
master;
Ir you can think-and not make thoughta your
aim.
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster
And treat those two impoi:1tors just the same:
I! you can bear to hear the truth you've spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,
Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken,
.And stoop, and build them up with worn-out
tools;
If you can make one heap of all your winnings
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
And lose, and start again at your beginnings
, And never breathe a word about your loss:
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
To serve your turn long after they are gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the Wlll which says to them:"Hold on!"
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with kings-nor lose the common touch,
If neiU1er foes nor loving friends can hurt you,
I! all men count with you, but none too much:
tr you can fill the unforgi'ving minute
\Vith sixty seconds' worth of distance run,
Yours Is the Earth and everything that's In It,
.And-which 1s more-you'll be a Man, my son!
-From "Rewards and Fairlt!e."

VALUE OF EDUCATION

The cash value of a college education to Its
owner ls $72,000, according to a report made
public today by Dean Everett W. Lord, of the
Boston University college of business admlnlstra tlon. The report Is based on a long study
of the earning capacity of college graduates.
The cash value of a high school education la
placed by the report at $33,000.
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FOOTBALL
We have the material, we have the coach,
we have the SPIRIT, and this year we hope
to have the best football team Clemson has
had in many a year. This season will open a
new era for Clemson In athletics. With Coach
Cody at the helm of the machine, Clemson's
football team Is going to make a wonderful
showing. The Freshman Class ol' '27 did not
put out a baseball team. Every bit of available material was brought into spring football
practice.
Practice began with the coming ol' Cody in
March and continued until the last of May. A
patient Cody and a hard-working squad worked through the spring practice to make ready
the material for a real team for the session
of '27-'28.
Things look good for the team too. The
"rat" team of '26 made the state sit up and
take notice. They lost the state champion- ,
ship to Erskine by a very small margin. This
material will be available for the new team.
With these men from the Sopohomore Class
and such men as "Bud" Eskew, captain of the
team, Walt lliartln, Tom McGlone, "Rabbit"
Hair, and others of the old guard Clemson
bids fair to "step out"' In football.
Schedule

Sept. 24-P. C........................... Here
Oct. 1-.Auburn .......... Here--Home Coming
Oct. 8-N. C. State .........•.......... There
Oct. 14-Ersklne ........................ Here
Oct. 20-U. of S. C..... Columbia-State Fair
Oct. 28-Wol'ford .......•................ Here
Nov. 6--Cltadel. ....................... There
Nov. 13-U. of Georgia ................. There
Thanksgiving- Furman .....•............ There
This above all-to thine own self be true ;
And It must follow as the night the day,
Thou canst not then be false to any man.
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John C. Calhoun Hotel
Carolina's Finest
Anderson
South Carolina.

HOKE SLOAN
An Old Clemson Man in Business at
Clemson and 100% For Clemson

"Everything in Men's Readyto-Wear
"College Novelties"
Army Shoes, Army Lockers. Just
What The College Man Needs
Pay Me a Visit-I Will Appreciate It

Pathe Exchange
(Incorporated)
(Charlotte Exchange)
Super-Specials, Special Features,

Leading Comedies - News
LEADING SHORT ·suBJECTS
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WHAT MAKES A CITY?
What makes a city great and strong?
Not architecture's graceful strength,
Nor factory's extended length;
But men who see the civic wrong,
And give their lives to make it right
And turn its darkness into light.
What makes a city men can love?
Not wealU1's display nor titled fame,
Nor fashion's loudly boasted claim;
But women, rich in virtue's dower,
Whose homes 'tho humble, still are great,
Because of service to the state.
What makes a city full of pcwer?
Not things that cbarm the outward sense,
Nor gross display of opulence;
But right which wrong cannot remove,
.And truth which faces civic fraud,
And smites it in the name of God.
This Is the cit.y that shall stand
.A light upon the nation's hill,
A voice that evil cannot still;
Its strengt11, not brick nor stone, nor ·Nood,
But justice, truth, and brotherhood.
-By Charles M. Sheldon.

ADDRESSES

Name ...................................... .
Town ........................•...............

Name ...... .... ... . ........................ .
Town ....................................... .

Na.me ..... ............. . .............. .... . .
Town ..... ........ .. ........ ... .. .... ... .. .. .
Name .................................... . . .
Town.·............ .. . ... , .....•..............
Name ................................... , .. .
Town ....................................... .
Name ......... ........ ... .. . ...... •·•···•···
Town ....................................•...
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PRAYER OF A SPORTSMAN
(Berton Bradley)

Dear Lord, In the battle that goes on through
life,
I ask but a field that Is fair,
A chance that Is equal With all In the strife,
A courage to strive and to dare;
And If I should lose, let me stand the code
With my faith and my honor held here;
And if I should lose, let me stand by the road
And cheer as the winners go by.
And, Lord, may my shouts be ungrudglngly
clear,
A tribute that comes from the heart,
And let me not cherish a snarl or a sneer
Or play any snl vellng part ;
Let me say, "There they ride on whom laurel's
bestowed
Since they played the game better than I."
Let me stand with a smile by the side of the
road,
And cheer as the winners go by :
So grant me to conquer, If conquer I can
By proving my worth in the !'ray;
But teach me to lose like a Regular Man
And not like a craven, I pray.
Let me take off my hat to the warriors who
strode
To victory splendid and high;
Yes, teach me to stand by the side of the
road
And cheer as the winners go by.
-American Legion Weekly.
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BASKETBALL

SCORES

FoR

1928

Score Clemson
Score

Visiting Team

Date
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BASKETBALL

Coach Cody will undoubtedly be well pleased
with the quantity and quality of material left to
his care by Coach Gillam. It Is to be remembered that Coach Cody's team last year
was the winner In the tournament in Atl1nta,
and with such men as Tom McGlone, John
Mundy, "Bud" Eskew, Midkiff, Odell, Batson, and the last year's Freshman team,
composed of Hewett, Asbill, "Bob" Mccarley,
"Bill" Crawford, Bailey, and Lester, we know
Coach will duplicate last year's record.
The team is to be captained by Tom lllcGlone, a star center and guard, who comes
from :;,partanburg. "Tom" Is a capable man
to lead the team, being cool and clever.
He has proved his ability as a ball plai er,
so we can depend on "Ole Tom".
The schedule is a hard one, but we can
rest in knowing that the Tigers have never
quit, and are determined to show these teams
that visit here, and are visited elsewhere,
that the Tiger can shoot a mean basket.
CROSS - COUNTRY

Cross-country ls rated at Clemson as one
of the minor sports. This team, however,
builds material !'or the regular track team.
Men who are to run In the long distance
events of track may be taught to show speed
and endurance on the cross-country team.
The Clemson cross-country team has for the
past several years held the honor of being
undefeated by any of the teams in the
state. During the term of '26-'27, the crosscountry team showed up remarkably well.
The team looks good for the new term, too.
Four old men are back, and there Is an
abundance of good material "coming on".
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TENNIS

1.'ennls Is prohahly the most rapidly growIng game in the realm of sportsdom to<luy. Here
at Clemson have been developed some of the
greatest college player~ that have ever played In the South. To name men like "Snook"
Erwin, Julian Robertson, and Jim Grey Is
only to name famous Clemson netmen In
Southern tennis circles.
The past year, Clemson's netmen won by
a good margin the majority of all matches
played. Cullum and Marvin also made an
Impressive showing In the state meet, going
to the finals and losing only after a furious
tuasle to Carolina in the doubles.
With the addition of new courts, the Interest and competition for the team Is sure
to be keen this year. Three veterans, Mundy, Marvin, and Wylie are back, and with a
wealth of good material on hand, Clemson
should have one of the most formidable
teams In the history of the Institution. Mun
dy Is Captain of the team for this year.
E,•eryone Is urged to piny tennis, as oniy
by playing can one hope to attain success.
Come out and help Clemson and yourself.
TEAMWORK

It'• great to have courage and Bl<ill,
It'• fine to be called a star:

Dut the single deed with Its touch of thrlll,
Doesn't tell us the man you are.
There's no lone band in the game we play,
\Ve must ·Nork for a larger scheme;
And what the world wants to know today,
Is how do you pull with u,e team!
When captain and crew understand each other to
the core,

It will take a gale, and more than a gale..
To drlve their ship ashore;
For each wlll do what the other commands,
Although they are chilled to the bone,
And both together, can live through weather,
That neither could face alone.
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Dunlap

McGlone

Maner
Tom McGlone
"Floopy" Dunlap
Capt. Basketball
Capt. Baseball
Frank Maner
Capt. Cross Country
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BASEBALL

Following a bad break in football and basket~all, the Tigers did themselves prou<I In
coming out on top In baseball. Coach "Tlnk"
Gillam piloted his team successfully thru
the season to state championship.
Prospects are bright for this year also.
Gillam will not be here, but a large number
of the members of the "champ" team will
stlll be here. There Is no reason why the Tigers can't hold the title for this year aa well
as for last.
The ]'reshmen did not have a baseball team
for' 27, and It Is not known as to the material for a baseball team In the Sophomore
Cla,s this year. However, judging from what
the Freshmen did In football, there is little
doubt as to whether they can play baseball.
So with this 11,aterlal and the old team to
pick from, It should he comparatively easy tor
Clemson to put out a good team,
BOXING

Although boxing is a comparatively new
sport at Clemson. It Is rapidly gaining head·
way in the limelight. Under the "tutelage"
of Paul "Ploughboy" Austin, the heavyweight champion of the 4th. Corps Area, a
boxing team has been developed that Clemson is proud of. Boxing has developed some
athletes that have heretofore been unknown.
It Is good training and teaches you to be a
"sticker", and that Is what we need most,
n10re "stickers" and less "quitters".
"Ploughboy" instigated bouts between members of the different companies, and then between
companies themselves. Then the champion of
each battalion having been found, the regimental champion was found.
The entire Corps took a great Interest In
boxing as was shown by the crowds who
witnessed the lights, and by the "knot-hole"
on-lookers.
1
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Anderson, Belton, Greenville and Greer

Sullivan Hardware Co.,
Gene1·al Hardware, Farming Implements, Plumbing Supplies, Mill Supplies, Builders' Hardware, Athletic
Supplies, Stoves and Ranges, Household Supplies, Paint, Radios.
We Solicit Your Patronage and Assure You of Our Appreciation of the
Smallest Purchase.

Columbia Dry Cleaning Co.
Dry Cleaning You Will Appre-

ciate and Enjoy
PRESS 'EM TIGERS
While You Wait
One Door Below Fant's Book Store

Anderson, S. C.

C. W. SMITH

R. B. FINDLEY

Every thing that thou revroveet in another,

Thou must most carefully avoid 1n

thyself,
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TRACK

AT

CLEMSON,

75

'27

Clemson has had one or the strongest track tenros
In the South since tho Institution started. Only
twice has Clemson failed to wtn the state champion•
ship, and thN!e deteats, this year and last, were ad·
ministered by very close scores, with Clemson 1n sec·
ond place both times.
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Clemson met Furman, University of Georgia, and N. C. State in dual meets; sent a
team to the Tech Relays In Atlanta, a team
to the State Track Meet in Clinton, and two
men to the Southern Conference Meet in
Baton Rouge, La.
In the dual meets Clemson won from Furman, and lost to University ot Georgia and
to N. C. State. At the Tech Relays, Clemson won ten points. O'Dell set a new record for the pole vault at twelve feet six
Inches, and won third place in the broad
jump and third place in the high jump.
McLeod, Turner, Mitchell, and Newman won
second place in the sprint medley.
Clemson pushed P. C. for the honors, winning second at the State Track Meet. O'
Dell and Cannon set new records for the
pole vault and two mile run respectively.
O'Dell and Jli'ewman are to go to the Southern Conference Meet, and to Chicago this
year. They set new records for their events
at this meet last year, and we are expecting both of these men to break their records
at the Southern Conference this year.
Clemson loses Capt. McLeod, Newman,
Mitchell, Wilson, DuPre, Cannon, Turner,
and Smith at graduation this year. For the
Track •ream to win next year, a number or
new men must be developed, and these men
must come from the barracks. Fellows, let's
come out next fall and start training to
win.
Trips will be made to N. C. State, University of Georgia, Tech Relays, State Meet
at Clinton, Furman, Southern Conference,
and other places not yet scheduled.
The measure of life ls not length, but boneocy.
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SOUTHERN CONFERENCE RECORDS
120 Yd. Hurdles-Baskin-Auburn .. 15 sec., 1926
100 Yd. Dash-Foster-V. M. I ... 9.8 sec., 1925
I Mlle-Elllott-U. N. C... 4 min. 21.2 sec., 192~
440 Yd. Dash-Roy-Clemson .... 42.9 sec., 1926
220 Hurdles-Watt-U. N. C..... 24.6 sec., 1926
220 Yd. Dash-Foster-V. M. I. ... 21.6 ser., 192~
880 Yd. Run-Newman-Clemson .. 1 :57.5 1926
2 Mlle Run-Prltchett-U. N. C..... 9 :57 1927
Pole Vault-O'Dell-Clemson ..... 13, ¾11 1927
Shot Put-Beer-Md .......... . 441 10.511 1925
High Jump-Shlrley-L. S. U..... 5, 11¾,II
Discus Throw-Lund-V. P. I. ... 136' 511 1926
Broad Jump-Hamm-Ga. Tech .. 24' ll¾.11 1927
Javelin Throw-Welchel-Ga. Tech .. 192' 111
WORLD RECORDS
120 Hurdles-Thomson ...................... 14.4
JOO Yd-Paddock ............... .. ........... 9.5
I Mll&-Kmmil ........................... 4:10.4
HO Yd.-Meredlth ......................... 47.2
220 Yd. Hurdles-Broaklm .....•........... 23.2
220 Yd. Dash-Locke ....................... 20.5
880 Yd.·-Dr. Peltzer ............•.... 1 :51.6 sec..
2 Mile-Nurmll ........................... 8 :58.2
Pole Vault-Cau .......................... 14 rt.
Shot Put-Rose ........................... 51 rt.
High Jum]}-Osborne ................ 6 ft. 8¼ In.
Discus Throw-Hartrnupt ............... 157 :1 %
Broad JumJ}-DeHart Ilubbard .... 25 ft. JO¾ In.
Javel!n-Myrrah ................... 215 rt. 9 % In.

1920
1926
1922
1916
1926
1926
1926
1925
1927
1909
1925
1925
1925
1920

CLEMSON TRACK RECORDS
100 Yds.-Byrd-1910 ...................... Time, 0.6
220 Yds.-Chandler-1923 ................. Time, 22.
440 Yds.-Roy-1926 ........... , .......... Tim~. 49.2
880 Yds.-Newman-1926 ............... Time, 1 :57.5
M!le-Lewls-1912 ...................... Time, 4:36.2
2 Mll&-Hugglns-1921 ..... . ............ Time,
120 High Hur.-Hlll-1910 ............... Tlme, 16.4
220 Low Hur.-Wade-1923 ... .. ... .. ..... Time, 26.2
Pole Vault-O'Dell-1927 .......... . •..... 13 rt. % In.
Shot Put-Gllmer-1921. .... . ............. 42 rt. 4 In.
Dlscus-Colbert-1920 ........ . ................ 127 rt.
High Jum1>-Covlngton-1919 . .................. . 6 rt.
J&Vc!ln-Hardln-1922 ........................ 171 ft.
Broad Jump .......... . .................. .
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Skyrocket

- - - - - (Whistle) Boom I Rah I
T-I-G-E-R-S

Say,- - - - - Say what?
That's What?
What's what?
That's what they all say I
What's what they .all say?
Tigers I Tigers I Tigers l

TIGER RAH

Tiger Rah-Tiger Rah I
Tiger Gr-rrrrrrrr I
TIGERS I

ROAR FOR \. .. ,MSON

Oo-00-00-00-00-Rah I
Oo-00-00-00-00-Rah !
Oo-00-00-00-00-Rah I
(Whistle)
TIGERS I

"You will only discover the Will of God, as you
obey It the moment you discover It."
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SONG
l'p the field, down the field.
We're fJlled with pep and zeal.
.As the Tigers go roaring along.
With a bound, cut them down
For we are sure to gain some ground
.As the Tigers go roaring along.
So it's Hi I Hi i Hee I for dear old C. .A. C.
Give them three cheers loud and strong
Ro fight, you Tigers bold ,
For the Purple and the Gold,
.As the Tigers go roaring along.
Buck Brown, ' 27

••••••

Good night, Furman, Good night Furman,
Old . Clemson is going to win .

••••••

Tiger team is going to win,
Going to win, Going to win,
Tiger team is going to win
Going to w'ln today.

CLEMSON YELLS AND SONGS
Ray I Clemson I F • '11 Tigers I
Rah\ Rah I Clems.:. Tigers I
Tigers Rah ! Tiger Rah I
Tiger Gr-r-r-rTigers I
HI Coach I HI Coach !
HI I HI ! HI I Coach I
Rickety-Rickety Rae I Rae I
Rickety-Rickety Rae I Rae I
Tiger Rae I Tiger Rae I
Rae I Rae I Rae 1
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Portrait Photographers
Chandler Building
220 West 42nd Street, N. Y.

Athletic
Headquarters
Send For Catalog

74 N. Broad St., Atlanta, Ga.
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J. K. Livingston

Livingston & Co.
Wholesale Grocers
P. and N. W arelwuse
Box 1005-Phones 678-679
Greenville

South Carolina

·Insure the Health of Your Family
With

Frigidaire
Foods Kept in a Dry Atmosphere Below 50 Will Keep Indefinitely.
FRIGIDAIRE Makes an Abundance of Ice Cubes for the Table, and
Delightful, Cold, Frosty, Desserts.
ASK A USER

Austin Hardware Co., Dealers
SENECA

SOUTH CAROLINA

In doing what we ought we deserve no praise,
Because it ls our ducy.
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BOOK IV
Organizations
Publications
Y OU WI LL NEVER BE SORRY

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

living a pure life.
doing your level best.
making God's Word your study.
being kind to the poor.
hearing before judging.
standing by your principles.
asking pardon when In error.
giving up an e"Vil habit.
giving up a companion who Is leading you
astray.
For keeping the Sabbath day.
For the time you give to Bible study.
For the time you spend In prayer.
For the efforts you make to lead other
young men to the Saviour.
For giving an unfortunate fellow a lift.
For the money you have given to the cause
of God.
For being as courteous as a duke.
For putting the best possible constructions upon
the doings of others.
-Note from a straight talk to young men, by
the late Sir George Williams, founder or
the Y.M.C.A.
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LITERARY SOCIETIES

Where can one spend his time more profitably
than In a literary society? What Is more important In one's education than a knowledge of
public speaking? We all agree that the time
spent In the literary society hall Is not wasted.
There are three literary societies at Clemson: the Palmetto, the Calhoun, and the Columbian. Each of these societies holds a meetIng each week. The time of these meetings
1.8 arranged so that they will not come on
the same night. This enables the members of
one society to visit the other societies.
Freshmen are cordially In vlted to join the
society of their choice. A man who Is just
entering college can make no better start than
to join a literary society In the beginning of
his college career.
CLEMSON COLLEGE DRAMATIC'$ CLUB

The Clemson College Dramatlc's Club which
Is a new organization at Clemson consists of
a group of men who have a mutual love for
Dramatics. It has given but few performances
as yet, but It has a bright future at Clemson.
The Dramatic's Club Is a student organization, directed and coached by !'acuity members, who, along with one another, act as
advisors of the Club.
In tl10 future the Dramatlc's Club will give
1ierformnnces In towns nearby Clemson, and
vrobably In other towns In the State. The
aim of this club Is to stimulate an Interest In
dramatics at Clemson, and to teach Its members the art of dramatics.
MUSIC AT CLEMSON

The Clemson College Concert Band
organlza .
the most
the nuorganlza-

First of the recognized musical
tlons at Clemson Is the largest and
proftclent, the band. The IJand Is
clell8 about which the other musical
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tlons are built. Most military colleges have
a military band to play for ml!ltary functions,
but few colleges of a military nature can boast
of so wide an Interest In music as can Clemson.
The band at Clemson Is organized as a company, as are the twelve other companies of
cadets. The band plays for military functions,
-a thletic games, special occasions, and for
gala affairs In the country 'round. In fact,
the band Is so much In evidence In and around the college that the expression "the band
will be there" Is true or almost any affair
which may take place.
But unlike a st.rlctly military band, the Clemson wlnd-Jammers do not content themselves
with laurels of the drill fleld: They return to
their practice room, and In hours of sweating
and "cussing" they prepare themselves to
play real music. And when they render the
four parts of Peer Gynt Suite by Grieg, and
a part of the "Mikado", by Sullivan, which they
do most competently, they have succeeded In
accomplishing something in the way of music.
Professor E. J. Freeman Is conductor of the
band. Mr. Freeman Is a graduate of Clemson
and a member of the faculty. He has put
his whole heart Into his work which he loves
so well, and In three years of relentless toll
nnd worry (which was as play to him), Mr.
Freeman has made and fashioned a concert
band of which Clemson Is proud.
Cadet W. C. Brown, affectionately known as
"Buck" on the campus, Is captain of the band,
Cadet G. S. Hutchins Is flrst lieutenant, and
student director of the band. The well-known
"Jake" Cromer, the all-state drummer, Is second lieutenant or the band.
The Clemson band has come to be known over
the entire Palmetto state. In a yearly tour
of the state, and at the state fair at Columbia,
they amass not a little renown for themaelves.
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THE GLEE GLUB
The Glee Club, an organization of thirty
songsters, bas long been an asset to Clemson.
Every year the Glee Club does much In the
way of letting the people of the state know
that "we're still up here at Tlgertown".
Unlike the band and symphony orchestra,
the members of the Glee Club have to practice
during their own time. l\Iany of these members
have to make a sacrifice to do this. But the
results of this well-spent time Is so pleasing
that no one considers the time wasted.
Cadet J. M. Atkinson Is President and DI rector of the club. Cadet J. A. Warren
Is Business Manager of the outfit. Professor
W. L. Lippincott Is accompanist for the club.
A jazz orchestra Is a special i'eature of the
Glee Club. Fortunately, the members of this
orchestra. are all song-birds, thus making themselves "useful as 'Well as ornamental", while
the entire club Is performing. The club features solos, quartets, and black-face comedians.
This year the Glee Club renders a very artistic and entertaining program, Including "The
Clang of the Forge" by Rodney, "Robin Adair",
by Buck, and "The Wreck of the Julia Plante"
by O'Hara.

THE DANCE ORCHESTRA
The Dance Orchestra Is the name which Is
modestly bestowed on that rlp-roarous organization, THE JUNGALEERS, or Jake Cromer
and bis ten happiness boys. Pep is the word.
These boys have "IT" when It comes to dressing the fictitious Miss Jazz up and making
her strut like a lady. At one time, when this
outfit played, without a scrap of music, for nn
unexpected dance which turned up, the manager of the dance hall wns beard to say, "After hearing this real orchestra, I shall never hire
anyone else save the best. It pays."
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THE SYMPHONY ORCH~STRA

The symphony orchestra Is exemplatory of
all that its name signifies. From a small
group of seven members, it has grown until
Its members now make a total of thirty. The
members of this orchestra are selected l'rom
the best musical talent that Clemson offers.
They are under the direction of two of the
most capable conductors in the state, Measrs.
Freeman and Hutchins. This orchestra Is now
classed under the head of a regular college organization, and Is entitled to a limited number
of days away from the college.
The symphony orchestra of Clemson College Is the only complete symphony boasted
by any college in the state, and hence otfers
great Inducements to all boys thinking of persuing a higher education. The purpose of the
symphony orchestra is to establish a higher
appreciation of the best and most noted music
at Clemson and In the state.
The orchestra Is governed by a constitution,
and therefore It Is a very democratic organization. It has earned quite a reputation In this
state, and has also attracted the attention of
Mr. Ossip Gabrllowitch, the conductor of the
Detroit Sy;mphony Orchestra. He has seen
flt to make the orchestra a present of quite
a sum of money,

TAPS
Is the College Annual and presents in a most
Interesting way the year's happenings, Taps Is
published by the Senior Class and contains the
Senior pictures and write-ups, pictures of all
clubs, companies, societies, and organizations
of' the college, together with pictures of the
various classes, their officers and sponsors, and
the class history. Taps Is a book which grows
dearer as the years go by. Don't fall to subscribe for a volume.
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THE TIGER

The Tlger is Clemson's weekly newspaper
and Is edited and managed by members of the
Junior and Senior Classes, selected according
to their ability for such work. The paper, which
Is printed each Wednesday, Is read with great
Interest by all Cadets. It Is devoted chleflv
to the interests of Clemson. A large amount
of space Is devoted to athletics. Full accounts
of games are always given. Other activities
are given good representation In the Tiger also. A copy of the paper is read by a number
of the faculty and alumni.
THE CHRONICLE

The CHRONICLE Is the monthly literary
publication of the college. It Is edited and
managed by those members of the student
body who show a wllllngness to develop their
literary ability. The purpose of this magazine Is to encourage literary work among the
students. Poems, short stories, essays, sketch·
es, plays, and editorials are published In the
Chronicle.
Three medals are offered each year-for
the best poem, the best essay, and the best
short story submitted to the Chronicle during
the year.
All students are urged to contribute to this
magazine. In so doing, one will support the
magazine, and achieve something in the way
of literary work for himself.
You should forgive many things In others, but
nothing In yourself.
Let every man be occupied; and occupied In the
hlghsat employment or which his nature Is capable.
and die "Nllh the consciousness that he has done
bis best.
I give my all-I can no more,
Though the off'ring be,
My heart and lute are all the st.ore
That I can bring to thee.
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THE LIBRARY

As the students of today are not only the
"hope of the world" but also the "heir of the
ages", there Is no department of the college
In which one may aspire to the ftrst, nor reap
the beneftt of the last, to better advantage
than In the college library. Bere one Is surrounded with the thoughts and Ideals of the
men of all past ages, as well as of those of
today. For many of you, it will be the only
time In your lives when you can slip into a
library for a few minutes a day, and glean
the best for your growing minds to serve you
In future years. It ls the "open sesame" to
many doors, literature, art, religion, science,
and to what all are seeking-truth.
Take this opportunity to make your life
deeper, purer, ,truer, 1n order that you may tully enter Into your heritage.

MOTHER
Tender, gentle, brave and true
Loving us what.e'er we do I
Waiting, watching at tho gate
For the footsteps that are late,
Sleepless through the hours of night
'Till she knows that we're alright,
Pleased with every word we sayThat is every mother's way.
No enough for her are ttowers,
Her life is so blent with ours
That in all we dare and do,
She is partner, through and through;
Suffering when we suffer pain,.
Happy when we smile again,
Living with us, night and dayThat is every mother's way.
'1'ender handed stroke a
And it stings you for
Grasp it like a man of
And it soft as silks

netUe,
your pains;
mettle,
remains.
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THF AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
'fhe American Society of Mechanical Engineers is a national organization, a. bra.nch of
which bas been organized at Clemson for the
purpose of training student engineers to take
their plnces In the mother society. The A.S.M.E.
has a broader field of endeavor than any other
snclet:, at Clemson. Its membership Is wade
up of Juniors and Seniors who are taking Engineering of some form. A number of benefits
are to be derived from membership in the society. Among these nre training In Public
Speaking, a knowledge of current Engineering
News, and social and professional contact with
the leading engineers of the South. At'ter graduation, a student member Is eligible for membership in the mother society. Two regular
meetings are held each month, and at least one
social meeting Is held during the year. Although any Junior or Senior Is eligible for
membership, a special Invitation Is extended to
students who are taking the Mechanical and
Electrical courses.
THE TEXTILE SOCIETY
The Textile Society Is composed of those
members of the Sophomore, Junior, and Senior
Classes who are taking the textile course. The
purpose of this society Is to broaden the textile knowledge of each member, and to supplement the regular class work. The programs
are prepared by the students. Many fine
speakers and textile men make addresses before the society each year. All textile students should join this organization It possible,
as It Is very beneficial.

----

Write on your door tbe saying wise and old:
"Re bold, be bold'", and everywhere, "Be bolcl;
Be not too bold". Yet better the excess
Than tho defect; better tJ1e more U1an less,
Better like Hector In the field to die,
Than like a perfumed Paris, turn and fty_
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CHEMISTRY SCIENCE CLUB

The Chemistry Science Club is composed of
students taking the Chemistry course. The
professors in the Chemistry department take an
active part In the club and assist materially
in its work. The purpose of this organization
ls to stimulate and to promote the study of
Chemistry, and especially the new and more Interesting developments which are being made
in that science. Meetings are held twice a
month. At these gatherings the members discuss and give short lectures on those subjects
which are particularly interesting and beneficial to Chemistry students.
AMERICAN

INSTITUTE
OF
ENGINEERS

ELECTRICAL

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers, or A.I.E.E., as It Is known at Clemson, Is a branch of one of the !'our large En- '
glneerlng sodetles of the United States, and
offers to students of Clemson advantages that
can be had after graduation only by becoming
a member of the national organization, and
paying dues many times the dues paid here.
The membership of the local branch Is limited to Juniors and Seniors majoring In Electrical or l\fechanical Engineering. The Electrical Faculty are considered Honorary Members
and act as advisors for the student officers.
Prof. Sam R. Rhodes ls faculty Chairman and
general supervisor of the branch.
The branch at Clemson affords the student
members an open forum where matters of Interest to the Engineers of the day may be studied and discussed by the students themselves,
with the faculty present to answer questions
and to give further lnf'ormation on the subject.
Juniors and Seniors are advised and urged
to join the Branch and to take part In the discussions. The time spent here will surely not
be wasted.
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THE ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY

The Architectural Society was organized to
provide for and encourage the students In a
broader field In the study of art. Any architectural student is el1glble to membership.
The society meets twice a month, and addresses are usually given by well-known architects. A social hour ls held after each meet·
Ing to promote a closer feeling of friendship
among the members.
A.S.C.E.

The following Civil Engineering students are
eligible to membership In the American Soctety
of Civil Engineers : All Seniors In good standIng; one-third of the Juniors having the highest class average, provided the number does
not exceed seven ; and the Sophomore ha vlng
the highest average.
This society holds a meeting every month, at
which enb'1neerln~ questions are discussed and
addresses are given by speakers, usually other
than faculty men. It ls a student branch of
the National Society, and has student Officers
THE DAIRY CLUB

The membership of the Dairy Club Is composed or Seniors, Juniors, and Sophomores who
are Interested In dairying. The club was started
in 1924 by the Class of 1925. This organization gives the boys a chance to learn what is
being done in the dairy world. It also gives a
chance for the students to decide whether they
want to specialize In dairying during the Senior year.
Professors LaMaster and Goodale are very
much interested in the club and lend their
services to make it a success.
A good man Is the beet friend, and thererore sooneot to be chosen; longer to be retained, and indeed,
never to be parted with. unless he ceases to be that
for which he was chosen.
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THE H0N0 ij SYSTEM

The Honor System is not to be confused with
the mere signing of a pledge or any other technicality. The Honor System Is a mode of procedure under which "men of honor" operate
In their daily business. It Is a point of view
-a mental and ethical position which each
man must have as a part of his very self or
else the Honor System loses its vitality and
becomes a mere farce of pledge signing. In
adopting the Honor System, each Class declares once and for au that Clemson ls a
place for "men of honor" only; and, furthermore, they adopt certain measures and procedures to maintain their honor system lnvlola te and protect It from Individual students
who might render it Inoperative.
The Honor System is a student privilege, and
the super.lslon of Its operation Is therefore a
student duty. Consequently it Is directly under
the students control. In each class there ls a
committee known as the "Honor Committee,"
whose official business It Is to protect and enforce the spirit of the Honor System ; but the
moral obligation rests no less lightly on each
Individual student.
Should a student show himself unworthy of
being trusted, or by virtue of his conduct reflect discredit on the college, It Is the duty of
any student who witnesses the violation to see
that the offending student Is brought for trial
before the "Honor Council," In order that his
innocence or guilt may be established. Should
a student be found guilty of a breach, be Is
almost invariably requested to withdraw from
college.
Do you wish to develop In an atmosphere of
trust, loyalty, and high Ideals? Through the
Honor System, Clemson confers on you this
privilege and imposes on you the duty of safeguarding it. It's the spirit of the Honor System
that counts-cherish it as a valuable posses·
slon.
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1927

Ballenger Hardware Co.,
For Sporting Goods, Cutlery, Electrical Supplies, China, Silver and
Glassware.

Paints, Roofing, Plumbing
"Hot Point" Electric Ranges

Ballenger
SENECA

Hardware
::

Company,

SOUTH CAROLINA

Gresham

Hotel

Where Clemson Men Stop in Columbia
One Block From Union Station

B. R. TAYLOR, Manager
COLUMBIA,

SOUTH

CAROLINA
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AUTOGRAPHS
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PATTERSON'S DEPARTMENT
STORE
We Sell 'Em For Cash; Sell 'Em
For Less

.SENECA

SOUTH CAROLINA

THE OTTARAY HOTEL
J. Mason Alexander
Manager
Greenville

South Carolina

"Live-so that when you come to die,
You won't find you haven' t lived."

Ho1mes - Darst Coal Co ..
Steam, Gas, and Domestic
COALS
Spartanburg, Knoxville,
Atlanta

Cincinnati,
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-Alladin Laboratories198 Haynes St.
ATLANTA, GEORGIA

SANITARY SUPPLIES
Disinfectant, Liquid Soap, Floor
Oil, Fly Killer, Cleaners
Represented By MARION REID

Greenville Ice Cream
Company
Greenville, S. C.
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Watch

The

Red
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Trucks

Cooper Furniture Co.
The Furniture Center of Oconee County

Wholesale and Retail
Pone 69
"Buy Now and Pay Later"

MOTHER
"A )!other's love is God's first gift
'l'o Earth's frail children cast adrift
r·11on grey 'l'lme's tempestuous tide ;
Their first, their best, thelr truest guide."
-Riley Scott.

Poe Hdw.

& Supply Co.,

108 South Main Street,
Greenville, S. C.

All Kinds of ATHLETIC GOODS
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W. K. Livingston

Livingston

J. K. Livingston

&

Company

Wholesale Grocers
P. & N. WAREHOUSE

Box 1005-Phones 678-679
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA

.. Joy is a duty"-so with
The Hebrew rabbis taught
Anrt ha1>1>Y human hearts
Almost the highest wisdom

golden Jore,
in days ot yore;
heard In their s1>eocb,

man can teach.

But one bright peak still rises tar above,
And there the Master stands, whose name is Love;
Saying to those whom heavy tasks em1>loy,
"Lite is divine, "Nhen duty is a joy!'
\YP. have two lives about us,
Two worlds in which we dwell,
Within us and without 11s,
Alternate heaven and hell\Vithout, the somber real,
Wlthln, the beautiful !deal.

They never

taste who

always

drink.-Prlor.

They who drink beer w!I! thlnk beer.-Washing-

ton Irving.

A llving dog Is better than a dead llon.
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MATER

(A. C. Corcoran, '19)

\Yhere the Blue Ridge yawns lts greatness,
Where the Tlgers play ;
Here the sons of dear old Clemson
Reign supreme alway.
CHORl'S:
Dear old Cl~mson, we will trlumph,
And with all our mlp;ht,
That the Tiger's roar might ech
O'er the mountain height.
\Ye will dream of greater conquests
For our past Is grand,
And her sons harn fought and conquered
Every foreign land.
Where the mountains smile in grandeur
O'er the hill and dale,
Here the Tiger lair Is nestling
Swept by storm and gale.
\Ye are brothers strong in manhood.
For we work and strive:
And our Alma i\Iater reigneth
Ever In our lives.
(When this song Is played or sung at student
gatherlngi. or on other occasions, a11 will stand
with heads uncovered.)
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Be careful, but don't be stingy.
Go to church, it won't hurt you.
Require of yourself certain results.
Plan your work, then work your plan.
Don't expect to make good on your High
School reputation.
God measures your offering not by what you
give, but by what you have left.
Keep your promises.
Nobody likes a snob.
It ls better to be right than popular.
If you would have friends, be friendly.
Don't be a carbon copy of somebody else,
make your own Impressions.
Jumping at conclusions is about the only
mental exercise some folks take.
The highest degree any college can offer Is
that of M ..A.N.

IT IS NOT LWAYS EASY

To
To
To
'l.'o
To
To
To

apologize,
begin over,
admit error,
be unselfish,
take advice,
be charitable,
be considerate,
'l'o keep on trying,
'fo profit by mistake,
'l.'o forgive and forget,
'l'o think and then act,
'fo shoulder. a deserved blame,
BU1' IT ALWAYS PAYS.
-The Hallegram.
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MY CREE D
"I would be true for there are those who trust
me;

I would be pure for there are those who care;
I would be strong for there is much to

suffer;

I would be brave for there Is much to dare;
I would be a friend of all the poor, the

friendless ;

I would be forgiving nnc\ forget the gift;
I would be humble, for I know my weakness;

I would look up, and laugh, and love, and
l!l't."

-Howard Arnold Walter.

M . M . H UNTER
Dry Goods, Groceries, Hardware,
Farm Implements

Pendleton

South Carolina

An angel paused In hie downward flight,
With a seed of Jove and truth and llght,
And said, '"'1lere must tllie seed be sown
That it bring most fruit when grown f"
The Savior heard and said as He smlled,
"Go plant It for me In the heart of a chlld."

A man can bear a world's contempt when he
has that within him which says he's worthy.
-Alexander.

